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Apartment Renters Predominantly Use Digital Sources
2017
75% - ILS – Internet Listing Services (up to 80%+)
71% - Property Website
58% - Driving the Neighborhoods
50% - Search Engines

45% - Ratings and Reviews (up to 85%+ for Millennials.)
42% - Referrals (friends, co-workers)

What is the Most Trusted Source by Apartment
Shoppers?

2017

77% - Referrals from Friends & Coworkers

71% - Online Reviews
36% - Company Website
12% - Your Property Ads
9% - Social/Networking Page
1% - Celebrity Endorsement
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Where People are Talking
61,179 reviews
Google
ApartmentRatings
Apartments.com
Facebook
Yelp
Rent**
Yellowpages
Apartmentguide**
ForRent*
Yahoo

70%
68%
44%
41%
36%
12%
11%
7%
5%
4%

**Share ratings and reviews
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Responding to Online Reviews - Negative or Positive!
Negative reviews by apartment residents are on the rise according to SatisFacts Research
www.SatisFacts.com “Today’s Online Renter” Study, 2017. This comprehensive report of
apartment renters surveyed found that 6% have posted a negative review compared to the
7.3% in their 2015 and 4.9% reported in their 2011 survey.
While considerable thought must go in to eliminating poor service and the inaccurate
perceptions that can drive negative reviews in the first place, this comprehensive
SatisFacts study of over 7,600 residents shows the onsite team’s quick and transparent
online response is a powerful and effective antidote. The survey asked residents how the
staff’s response to their negative review made them feel and perceive the staff.
•
•
•
•
•

52.3% thought a professional response indicated great customer service.
50.6% felt the staff’s response showed they really cared about their
residents.
29.1% felt the response indicated a trustworthy management team.
27.9% perceived the response as reflecting a community offering a quality
living experience.
13.6% don’t really care if the staff responds

The SatisFacts survey showed that both no response as well as an unprofessional,
spiteful, or defensive response had a negative impact on the renter’s perception of the
community and its management. Furthermore, an unprofessional response had a greater
negative impact on the resident’s perception than no response at all.

So A Proper Response to Negative Online Ratings and
Reviews is CRITICAL!
FIRST…Leverage the Experience. Provide GREAT Service.
GREAT SERVICE is in the perception of your residents and prospects. Perception is reality!

Who Responds to Negative Reviews?
•
•

•

Whomever, but have a plan!
Regional or Corporate Marketing Person
o Less emotionally involved and perhaps more experienced in dealing with the
negative situation.
o Must take time to gather info and strive to support the onsite team.
On-site Property Manager
o Will know the situation and specific issue better.
o Managers can tend to be more emotionally invested which might create a
defensive or inappropriate response.
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Responses that have a negative impact

No Response

Haters are not Your Problem…
Ignoring them IS!

Un-Professional
Spiteful

Defensive

So A Proper Response to
Negative Online Ratings
and Reviews is

CRITICAL!

Review Sites Must be Transparent
47% of Residents reported they would not trust a review site if all or
most of the reviews were positive.
Don’t use sites that allow you to pick only great reviews.
Renters want sources that offer transparency!
Source: SatisFacts Research “Today’s Online Renter” Study 2017

The Top 6 Features, Amenities, & Services That Have the
Greatest Impact on the Rental Decisions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Viewing the ACTUAL Apartment I can Lease.
Ability to Pay Rent Online with no Convenience Charge.
Perception of Quality of Customer Service.
Security and Access Controlled Features.
Ability to submit service requests online.
Ratings/Reviews of Community Easily Available.

Source: SatisFacts Research “Today’s Online Renter” Study 2017
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Who Responds to Negative Reviews?

The Steps to Responding to a Negative Online Review
Start With These Basics:
1. Don’t get emotional – Make sure your responses are professional, upbeat, and
reasonable!
2. Take it Offline – Don’t debate or argue in public
3. Make it Right! – Accept responsibility for mistakes and apologize. Offer a solution
and be transparent about how you will resolve the situation.

Crafting Your Response

1. Get in the right mindset – Take a deep breath, calm down, and drop your defenses.
• Try to remember the writer is not attacking you personally.
• If what is being written in the review or rating website is true, be prepared to
admit the mistake, apologize, and make it right.
• Remember that the customer’s perceptions are true! Even if they do not reflect
your perception or the actual facts!
2. Gather up the details and make sure you have all the facts.
• Investigate the complaint and get feedback from all the onsite team involved.
• Consider asking trusted residents if this is an issue at your community.
3. Write a response draft, and then a second response draft…and maybe a third.
• Consider the readers of your response. It is not just the reviewer, but also
current and future residents, and prospects that will read your post.
• Your comments can remain on the site for years. Consider how your comments
will be perceived. Never respond in anger.
• Allow team members and supervisors to review your comments & give feedback.
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Realize your professional and thoughtful response to the specific issue of a
negative review will actually enhance your credibility and your community’s
overall appeal. Transparency is critical!
4. Strive to Take the Discussion Offline
• Don’t allow a heated debate to be viewed by the public
• Graciously provide an alternative phone number and email contact and offer to
address the issue specifically with the resident.
• You would not have a heated conversation with a resident in your front office.
Rather, you would attempt to take it to a back office. Do the same with your
online response by trying to take the discussion offline.
5. Timely and Professional Response
• 40% of Social Media complaints expect an answer in 1 hour. (Average response
is 5 hours.)
• While you don’t want a generic response or some reply that sounds like total
bull-poop, you do want to make your response short and simple.
• Address the issue if possible but don’t get bogged down in the details. Save that
for the private follow up discussion OFFLINE if possible.
• Always apologize…even if you are not in the least bit wrong. Consider who will
be reading this response; half the future rental prospects for your community.
• RESPOND! Do your homework first but respond RIGHT NOW!
•

Types of Reviews and Appropriate Responses:
1. New Information. This is a legitimate review or rating that is an actual reflection
on your property and has to be addressed. – “Thank you for bringing this to our
attention.”
2. Repeat Information/complaint that was addressed and resolved, as the
resident desired.
Perhaps due to lag time or lack of follow through
communication, this issue has been addressed and resolved to the resident’s
satisfaction. – “As we discussed in our phone conversation Wednesday morning….”
3. Repeat Information/complaint that was not resolved as the resident desired –
“As we discussed in my office on Monday, this is an issue that we cannot completely
resolve as you desire. Yet, what we can do…”
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4. Complaint made previously and you dropped the ball. Resident made a
legitimate complaint or review and you simply did not follow through – “I apologize
for this oversight. Yes, we missed this! But per our conversation this morning I believe
we have this resolved. Thanks for the follow up. Our team will strive to do better next
time!
5. Negative Review from a Rental Prospect. Depending upon the issue, address it
specifically and offer a second appointment to visit and leave a phone number for
the prospect to call back. Check you Guest Cards or lead management tool to get a
follow up number or email address.
•

Prospect was not assisted in a timely manner - “I am so sorry that we were not
able to greet and serve you in a timely manner. Whatever the reason, I apologize
for that inconvenience and would like to set a second appointment so we can show
you the wonderful features and benefits of being a resident here at Phillip Court.
Please call me at 972-989-5915 to get an appointment. Again, I really hate that
you had this experience and I want to make it right. Jenny Brightman, Resident
manager.

•

Leasing Professional was NOT “professional” – Thank you for your comments
and bringing this to our attention. If Sarah acted in this way it is completely
inappropriate and I apologize for the situation. That afternoon was very hectic
and we had 6 new resident move-ins…very happy new residents I might add.
Please allow us to make this right and let’s make a second appointment. Please call
me back at 972-256-7500 to get an appointment. I look forward to speaking to
you! James Jeffcoat, Resident Manager.

•

Property or apartment was not properly prepared or did not meet the
prospect’s expectations – “Wow! It looks like we really goofed in this situation.
You are correct that the apartment you were shown was not ready. That is not our
typical procedure and against our normal leasing policy. We have had so much
demand for move-in that out team is behind in getting our apartment homes ready
to show.
Yet I assure you that every new resident moves into a perfectly prepared
apartment home. Please call me at 469-442-1974 to set a follow up appointment.
I want to show you an apartment that is truly ready for move in. I think you will be
very impressed. And I will have a surprise gift for you when you return. Thanks for
giving us a second chance so we can make this right. Jim Bob Webb, Resident
Manager.
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Using Negative Reviews to Your Advantage and To
Enhance Credibility
The Online Renter values transparency and real responses to their online reviews and
feedback. Take a NO bull-poop approach and bolster your community’s online image and
reputation by the way you respond to your apartment community reviews. Especially the
negative reviews. The online social media chatter is impossible to escape and your lack of
response can make as powerful an impact as will an inappropriate response.
Not
responding to a negative review leaves further negative feelings in the renters’ mind.
The SatisFacts Research www.SatisFacts.com “Today’s Online Renter” Study indicates that
a property’s response can very positively influence even a legitimate, negative resident
review.
1. Responding properly to negative reviews enhances your credibility – The
SatisFacts study showed that the property staff’s response was viewed as evidence of
great service, a sincere “We Care” attitude, and a community that is trustworthy and
strives to offer a quality and service oriented living experience.
2. Not Responding or posting an unprofessional response fortifies and confirms the
resident or prospect’s negative opinion and undesirable rating – You cannot afford
to ignore a negative review about your community. It won’t go away. In fact, many
residents and prospects will see it immediately.
3. Responding properly builds credibility – Your professional and customer oriented
post to a negative OR POSITIVE review creates a positive perception of the community
that generates more traffic and ultimately more leases.
4. Responding properly can result in a Residents update – A quick response and
sincere effort by the onsite staff to make things right can earn a resident update to their
original negative review. When you address an issue and resolve it to the complaining
resident’s satisfaction, ask the resident to post an update. Sometimes your online
recovery of a legitimate resident problem and complaint can raise your property
credibility more than if the negative review had never been posted.
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Dig Deep Into all Negative Reviews
Take the time to find out the story
behind the complaint.
Talk to the team member who interacted with the
resident / prospect and look at records to find out
what happened.
If the comments are correct, it is management's responsibility to let that
individual know that you will address their concerns and fix whatever might
have been an issue, to ensure that the next time this will no longer stand in the
way of an enjoyable experience at your property.
• Determine if the issue brought up in the review is an ongoing issue or a
one-time occurrence.
• If your property consistently receives feedback that your leasing team is
unfriendly, then you should take prompt action to fix the situation.
However, if 99 % of your reviews comment on your friendly staff and one
customer who had a negative experience complains about it, then it may be an
isolated issue.
By noticing patterns and addressing the concerns to improve your residents’
& prospects' experience, you will be on the right path to generating traffic &
leases and increasing your resident retention.

Generating More Positive Reviews for Your Apartment Community
By replying promptly and posting your response underneath the original
review, you can also help minimize damage from other potential customers
being swayed by the reviewer's experience. Future customers will see that
you care about your patrons and actively work to improve your business.
Never respond to reviews unless you can own the issue, describe how future
customers will not have the issue, and offer to fix the issue.
Write with your prospects in mind.
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Generating More Positive Reviews for Your
Apartment Community
“66% of all residents would be willing to post a
positive review, if asked by the apartment
community.”
61%

The survey results are amazing indicating residents are very willing
to post a positive review about your apartment community. Yet the
SatisFacts survey also reported this statistic:

“Only 18.5% of apartment residents have been
asked to post a positive comment on their
Facebook page or on a ratings site like
ApartmentRatings.com or RentersVoice.com.”
We never recommend “buying” online reviews or asking friends and
associates to manufacture reviews; there are legitimate and ethical
ways to spawn positive online comments, reviews, and feedback.
Note:

18% of those surveyed have posted a positive comment
and 6% posted a negative comment on an apartment
communities rating site or social media page.

~ SatisFacts Research www.SatisFacts.com “Today’s Online Renter” Study, 2017
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July 2016 Units Magazine

Millennials consider a review older than 30days to
be irrelevant.
50% - Are likely to give a referral if offered a direct incentive, social recognition or access
to an exclusive loyalty program
70% - Primary reason for “liking” a company’s Facebook page is to get discounts.
64%- Rewards impact how much they spend
39% -Monetary or Discounts greatly increase their chances of referring a brand.

Star ratings are the #1 influencer during brand
research.
65% - Receiving rewards impacts their frequency to purchase
69% - Are more likely to try a brand if it gives rewards
13% - Would consider a brand that received only 1 or 2 stars.
70% - Open emails from a brand or company in search or a deal, discount or coupon.
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Top Three Review Sites - In Order of Impact
1.
Google
2.
Apartments.com
3.
Apartment Ratings.com
Facebook.com
ForRent.com
RentersVoice.com
YellowPages.com
Yelp.com

Proactively Managing your Reputation
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Impact of Responding to Reviews
52% - Perceive Great Customer Service
51% - Feel you really care about your residents
29% - Consider you must be a trustworthy Management Team
28% - Believe you offer a quality living experience

Sounds like a REAL Relationship…Yes
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Checklist to Get More Positive Reviews from Your
Residents
ü Give Your Residents What They Want! – Learn to leverage
the resident’s rental experience. Listen to what they want and
give it to them. The survey says the #1 reason residents stay and
renew their lease is Value; am I getting enough!
1. Immaculate Environment – Clean, green, and pristine.
2. Fast & friendly, efficient and professional FFEP! Service.
3. Good Neighbors – (Safety & Security)
4. Fair Treatment – Equal and kind enforcement of community
guidelines and policies.
ü Always ask residents “Is there anything you need from
us?” – Proactively seek out issues and concerns and resolve
them!
ü Develop a Culture of Responsiveness – So many of the
resident concerns and negative ratings are based the inability to
get through to the office or to the “right” person at the office.
ü When a Resident is happy and satisfied with you and the
property…ask for a positive review. – 66% will comply!
ü Provide easy links to your review sites – Many properties
have links to a review site in their websites and in all ecorrespondence to residents
ü Create options to get positive reviews – Business cards,
office kiosk or tablet, ratings party, auto response when paying
rent online.
ü Post responses to resident surveys – Add the positive (dated)
resident comments to your website and update often.
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